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Interview with participants from our Export Trade & Media, FLXcursion 2019
NYWGF: What was your opinion/thoughts on New York wines before you visited?
Rodney Doig: Nothing really, I had a blank canvas. It’s funny how you (New Yorkers) think there are
stereotypes around them. We’re just looking for what tastes good and if I like one, I bring it in.
Terry Threlfall: In London, I can get wines from anywhere, we have fewer restrictions than in the US.
I’m looking for the best and if I really like something, I’ll go through Rodney (Woodwinters) and bring
it in.
Ines Salpico: Very limited and conditioned by the fact that not many of them make it across the pond…
But we’re here to fix that!
NYWGF: What was your best experience while here in New York?
Ines Salpico: Tasting with all the wineries’ staff and hearing their stories. Also, the comparative
tasting of Element Wines vs. classic examples from around the world was a great experience!
On Instagram: “@elementwines vs. the world’s best. Amazing #tasting and #chat with
@sommelierbates showing the incredible potential of #fingerlakes wines and of a great new wave of
local winemakers!”
Rodney Doig: On Instagram: “Fascinating trip to the #fingerlakesny in #New York. Lots of amazing
wines tasted, as may passionate and talented people met. The inaugural @flxcursion event brought
#Riesling growers from the world’s top regions together to promote the true potential of this zone.
Thanks to all @newyorkwines @newyorkwines_uk @flxwinecountry. The present is bright, and the
future should shine.”
NYWGF: What’s the one wine you can’t live without?
Rodney Doig: Ah that’s a tough question, it depends, but probably Pinot Noir. I love a great Burgundy.
Terry Threlfall: Hmmm…. Champagne!
Ines Salpico: It’s less about a specific wine or region and more about winemakers. Everywhere in the
world there are unique examples of talented people harnessing the best that their terroir and grapes
can offer.
NYWGF: What is your favorite wine region you’ve visited before?
Terry Threlfall: I’ve had the pleasure of visiting many amazing wine regions. Northern Italy is
beautiful with delicious food (and wines!) I think my favorite is San Sebastián- amazing! They call
it a city but it’s more like a small town with exceptional food.

Ines Salpico: Sicily, the Loire Valley, Burgenland…. again, it’s all about engaging with the local
communities and discovering the local treasures. As we have done for the last few days here in the
Finger Lakes!
NYWGF: What do you think makes New York wines special and/or distinct?
Alexandre Freguin: On Instagram: “Time to leave this fantastic Finger Lakes region! Many people to
thanks and some great memories. Let’s push this forward and see what will land in the UK but
without a doubt this is a region to watch and promote. Some work has been done but I think this
region is at the beginning of its modern era. These wines definitely need more exposure. Well
done guys and thanks for having us! Some
serious apero down here too!”
Ines Salpico: The unique history, the diverse and beautiful landscape and, above all, a vibrant
community of charismatic winemakers that is really starting to understand the true potential of the
region.
NYWGF: What do you think is going to be the next big wine trend?
Ines Salpico: There’s a big movement, already happening, towards low-alcohol wines (and drinks in
general). People are drinking less and more conscientiously and looking for more flavour+expression
without getting drunk as easily. Also, watch out for the whole ‘altitude wines’ craze.

